
Fleet
Management

Ensure business profitability by monitoring critical
vehicle indicators, such as geographic location,
speed, and direction of movement, as well as safety
and efficiency information associated with
peripherals (motor telemetry, fatigue sensor, third
eye, monitoring cameras, etc.). 

Access the information you need precisely when
you need it, using one of the multiple platforms
that  GPS Chile has designed to met the specific
needs or our customers.
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Keep control of your assets at all times,
optimizing resources, improving your
management, and increasing the
profitability of your business.



GPS Chile’s Track platform helps you save time by quickly
and securely accessing key information on your vehicles
and fleet, with an intuitive, user-friendly interface. The
platform provides real-time alerts, reports, and historical
data for managing your fleet. 

It includes an information-sharing module, so that both you
and your client can independently visualize and manage
your trucks.

Reduce your control time with this platform, which lets you
track all your assets and vehicles on a single screen,
independently of the GPS supplier company; includes
speeding alerts. 

Designed for people who handle different fleet
management suppliers. 

MULTI-FLEET 

You can easily access and visualize complementary
information on assets such as ramps, machinery, containers,
and any other asset that does not have an energy source for
operating. 

The ability to geographically locate every unit gives you a
better understanding of your entire operation

TRAILER AND
ASSETS

You can control your business simply and quickly using
the DIRECTOR platform, a world-class solution that lets
you know the operational status of every vehicle in a
fleet in real time. This is the most robust, most complete
platform on the market. 

It includes a High Definition module, which provides
second-to-second tracking of your vehicles' activity; an
Offensive Driving module, for building driver rankings; a
Maintenance module; and a Create Your Own Reports
module, for easily visualizing key business indicators

NAVMAN -
DIRECTOR

With Orvis GPS, you can monitor your vehicles 24/7, from
anywhere and using any device. It contains a wide range of
programmable alerts and reports for proper fleet
management, as well as vehicle maintenance and efficient
driving modules that allow you to optimize your resources. 

Thanks to the ORVIS GPS app, you can monitor your assets
and receive real-time notifications and alerts in the palm of
your hand

ORVIS

TRACK

GPS CHILE HAS A VARIETY OF SOLUTIONS  TO
EFFICIENTLY MANAGE YOUR FLEET
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